WHO WE ARE

GET IN TOUCH

We’re ProPulse, A Schieffer Company,
and we’re backed by more than 90
years of innovation. Our German roots
run deep, but we’ve also added some
ingenuity of our own. We may not be
the biggest company in the market, but
we make up for that by customizing
product and fulfillment solutions for
you—fast.

We don’t sit around waiting for the
phone to ring—we’re busy finding
ways to get your Power Moving
Forward. But give us a call with your
unique challenge and we’re all ears.
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POWER MOVING FORWARD™
Innovating, engineering and manufacturing
unique solutions for users of hoses and
fittings for high-pressure fluid conveyance

TM

8545 Kapp Drive
P.O. Box 13
Peosta, IA 52068-0013
PHONE

563.583.4758

TOLL-FREE
FAX

877.384.4673

800.303.4673

info@powermovingforward.com
www.powermovingforward.com

WHO WE SERVE

WHAT WE DO

WHY WE DO IT

Ultimately, we serve the end user—your customer
—by serving you. We want to make your product
superior so your customer has a better experience.
Because sometimes industry standards are not
enough, we step up to the plate for you with:

We find the weak link and get to work. If your
industry uses high pressure hoses for fluid conveyance, we’re willing to bet there are areas that could
use improvement. Our R&D department just got
some major upgrades, and we’re itching to push
its boundaries by addressing challenges like these:

We have the right balance of experience and
flexibility to make incredible improvements to
a wide range of markets—innovating current
standards is our strong suit. So far we’ve gone
above and beyond with the following products,
and it’s a trend we plan to continue:

››Greater flexibility
››Enhanced UV, chemical and abrasion resistance
››Better impulse life

››CLEANSTREAM™

››Customized and innovative products
››On-time deliveries
››Quality service
››Creative inventory solutions, such as kitting,
kanban and labelling
››Cost effectiveness and economy

››Lighter weight
››Smaller bend radius

››UberFlex™
››HyWire™
››Arm-a-Flex™
››And more in the works

››Lower coefficient of friction
››Fitting retention
››Burst pressure beyond the norm
››Salt spray resistance
››All under the umbrella or beyond the minimum
requirements of SAE or ISO standards

OUR SPECIFIC MARKETS INCLUDE:

COMMERCIAL
PRESSURE
CLEANING

CONSUMER
PRESSURE
CLEANING

HOT WATER
PRESSURE
CLEANING

CARWASH
CLEANING

CARPET
CLEANING
SOLUTION

SEWER
AND DRAIN
JETTING

More niche products are in the development pipeline.

CREATING PROBLEM-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS
A pressure cleaning contractor was experiencing hose failures
when cleaning Yankee Stadium. The hose cover was wearing
away quickly against the abrasive action of concrete stairs.
ProPulse engineers developed a special hose using proprietary Arm-a-Flex™ cover technology. Hose assemblies are
now lasting longer by a factor of 10, resulting in substantial
ongoing cost savings for the contractor.
Another example comes from a major pressure-washer
manufacturer whose product management people challenged
ProPulse to develop a special, more flexible hose for its lineup.
So ProPulse developed UberFlex™—a lightweight, flexible,
low-profile, low-tack hose that does not permanently kink
and also resolves common consumer complaints about hose
handling. Multiple retailers and manufacturers now go so far
as to specify ProPulse UberFlex hose on the machines they sell.
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